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Background

❖ UCLan
❖ Further and Higher Education Act (1992)
❖ Northern England

❖ Asia Pacific Studies Programme (School of 
Humanities, Language, and Global Studies)

❖ Institute for the Study of the Asia Pacific (Faculty 
of Culture and the Creative Industries)

❖ IKSU, NorITS, COAST



NorITS model

❖ Vision: to foster language development by taking advantage of Taiwan

❖ Rationale: to locate Taiwan in broader area of Asia Pacific rather than an East 
Asian paradigm

❖ Steps: 

❖ Students: create an interest amongst BA students 

❖ Staff: permanently employed, specialists on Taiwan Studies

❖ Activities: module, seminars, round-tables, Taiwan Travel Seminar, movie 
screening, conferences



Institute for the Study of the Asia Pacific: 
Orientation

“ The orientation of Asia Pacific Studies is geostrategic and one that no longer looks to 
the West for geographical definition. It is an orientation that moves beyond the imagined 
boundaries of East Asia, Southeast Asia, and Oceania to encompass the region as an 
interconnected expanse with shared historical roots. The twenty-first century, often 
termed ‘the Pacific Century’, is a century where nations within this geographical 
proximity are perceived as being among the most dynamic in the world. Its growth has 
garnered greater attention among industry, governments, media, and consumers of 
popular culture. Asia Pacific as a terminology has varied interpretations as to which 
countries should be included. UCLan considers the geographical reach of Asia Pacific 
Studies as being rooted first in the Austronesian language migration that expands from 
Taiwan, through Southeast Asia, across the Pacific to include Micronesia, Polynesia, New 
Zealand, Hawaii and as far east as Easter Island. To the west it crosses the Indian Ocean 
to Madagascar. Second it incorporates the Russian Far-East and all islands in the 
northern Pacific, and south to incorporate Japan, both Koreas, and the great land mass 
that is China and Mongolia ”



“ISAP is committed to the highest standards of research, teaching, 
and innovation. It is a distinctive learning environment for 
undergraduate and postgraduate students in multiple scholarly 
and professional fields. ISAP recognises the importance of 
location, aiming to link its research and teaching to the vast 
potential of the Northern Powerhouse. By seeking to attract a 
diverse, international faculty and student body, it supports 
research and teaching on all issues involving the Asia Pacific 
region, creating academic relationships and fostering collaboration 
with other complementary institutions across the globe. It 
encourages all areas of the University that engage with the region 
on any level to assist in disseminating knowledge to all levels of 
society, business and government in the UK, and to convey the 
products of these efforts to the wider world. 
Kia kaha, kia maia, kia manawanui (Be strong, be brave, be steadfast)”

ISAP Mission Statement



Student Mobility
• FACTORS:

• National Growth
• Wealth Distribution
• Household Income
• Scholarship

• WEST TO EAST:
• Global tables
• Development within local capacity
• Institutional exposure  
• Partnerships
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Internationalisation

❖ Diversity within international 
student body

❖ Collaboration and Partnerships

❖ Study Abroad

❖ Summer Schools

❖ Dual Degree Programmes





Taiwan Studies in the UK

❖ UK academic environment:

❖ Unequal distribution of resources South/North

❖ Institutional divide: Russell Group/Post-92

❖ Taiwan Studies Projects in the UK:

❖ Centre of Taiwan Studies (SOAS)

❖ Taiwan Studies Programme (University of Nottingham)

❖ Lectureship in Taiwan Studies (University of Cambridge)





Considering this context, how to 
understand UCLan’s experience?
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